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Longlisted for the CWA Gold Dagger Award, White Heat is the first book in the gripping Edie

Kiglatuk Mystery Series, with "an Arctic setting so real it’ll give you frostbite" (Dana Stabenow,

author of A Cold Day for Murder)Half Inuit and half outsider, Edie Kiglatuk is the best guide in

her corner of the Arctic. But as a woman, she gets only grudging respect from her community's

Council of Elders. While Edie is leading two tourists on a hunting expedition, one of them is

shot and killed. The Council wants to call it an accident, but Edie and police sergeant Derek

Palliser suspect otherwise. When the other tourist disappears, Edie sets off into the far reaches

of the tundra for answers.A stunning debut novel, White Heat launches a formidable new series

set amidst an unforgiving landscape of ice and rock, of spirit ancestors, and never-rotting

bones.
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support of the author’s rights is appreciated.For Simon Booker1As she set a chip of iceberg on

the stove for tea, Edie Kiglatuk mulled over why it was that the hunting expedition she was

leading had been so spectacularly unsuccessful. For one thing, the two men she was guiding

were lousy shots. For another, Felix Wagner and his sidekick Andy Taylor hadn’t seemed to

care if they made a kill nor not. Over the past couple of days they’d spent half their time gazing

at maps and writing in notebooks. Maybe it was just the romance of the High Arctic they were

after, the promise of living authentically in the wild with the Eskimo, like the expedition brochure

promised. Still, she thought, they wouldn’t be living long if they couldn’t bring down something

to eat.She poured the boiling berg water into a thermos containing qungik, which white people

called Labrador tea, and set aside the rest for herself. You had to travel more than three

thousand kilometres south from Umingmak Nuna, Ellesmere Island, where they were now, to



find qungik growing on the tundra, but for some reason southerners thought Labrador tea was

more authentic, so it was what she always served to her hunting clients. For herself, she

preferred Soma brand English Breakfast, brewed with iceberg water, sweetened with plenty of

sugar and enriched with a knob of seal blubber. A client once told her that in the south, the

water had been through the bowels of dinosaurs before it reached the faucet, whereas berg

water had lain frozen and untouched by animal or human being pretty much since time began.

Just one of the reasons, Edie guessed, that southerners were prepared to pay tens of

thousands of dollars to come up this far north. In the case of Wagner and Taylor, it certainly

wasn’t for the hunting.Sometime soon these two were about to get a deal more High Arctic

authenticity than they’d bargained for. Not that they knew it yet. While Edie had been fixing tea,

the wind had changed; squally easterlies were now sweeping in from the Greenlandic ice cap,

suggesting a blizzard was on its way. Not imminently, but soon. There was still plenty time

enough to fill the flasks with tea and get back to the gravel beach where Edie had left the two

men sorting out their camp.She threw another chip of berg into the can and while the water

was heating she reached into her pack for her wedge of igunaq and cut off a few slices of the

fermented walrus gut. The chewing of igunaq took some time, which was part of the point, and

as Edie worked the stuff between her teeth she allowed her thoughts to return to the subject of

money and from there to her stepson, Joe Inukpuk, who was the chief reason she was out

here in the company of two men who couldn’t shoot. Guiding paid better than the teaching that

took up the remainder of her time, and Joe needed money if he was to get his nurse’s

qualification. He couldn’t expect to get any help from Sammy, his father and Edie’s ex, or from

his mother Minnie. Edie didn’t spook easily – it took a lot to frighten an ex-polar bear hunter –

but it scared her just how badly she wanted Joe to be able to go ahead with his nursing

training. The Arctic was full of qalunaat professionals, white doctors, white nurses, lawyers and

engineers, and there was nothing wrong with most of them, but it was time Inuit produced their

own professional class. Joe was certainly smart enough and he seemed committed. If she was

thrifty and lucky with clients, Edie thought she could probably save enough this coming

summer to put him through the first year of school. Guiding hunting expeditions was no big

deal, like going out on the land with a couple of toddlers in tow. She knew every last glacier,

fiord or esker for five hundred miles around. And no one knew better than Edie how to hunt.The

chip of berg had melted and she was unscrewing the top of the first thermos when a sharp,

whipping crack cut through the gloom and so startled her that she dropped the flask. The hot

liquid instantly vaporized into a plume of ice crystals, which trembled ever so slightly in the

disrupted air. The hunter in her knew that sound, the precise, particular pop of 7mm

ammunition fired from a hunting rifle, something not unlike the Remington 700s her clients

were carrying.She squinted across the sea ice, hoping for a clue as to what had happened, but

her view of the beach was obscured by the iceberg. Up ahead, to the east of the beach, the

tundra stared blankly back, immense and uncompromising. A gust of wind whipped frost

smoke off the icepack. She felt a surge of irritation. What the hell did the qalunaat think they

were doing when they were supposed to be setting up camp? Firing at game? Given their lack

of enthusiasm for the shoot, that seemed unlikely. Maybe a bear had come too close and they

were letting off a warning shot, though if that were the case, it was odd that her bear dog,

Bonehead, hadn’t picked up the scent and started barking. A dog as sensitive as Bonehead

could scent a bear a couple of kilometres away. There was nothing for it but to investigate. Until

they got back to the settlement at Autisaq, the men were officially her responsibility and these

days Edie Kiglatuk took her responsibilities seriously.She retrieved the flask, impatient with

herself for having dropped it and spilled the water, then, checking her rifle, began lunging at



her usual, steady pace through deep drift towards the snowmobile. As she approached,

Bonehead, who was tethered to the trailer, lifted his head and flapped his tail; if he’d picked up

so much as a hint of bear, he’d have been going crazy by now. Edie gave the dog a pat and

tied in her cooking equipment. Just as she was packing the flasks under the tarp, a sharp,

breathless cry flew past and echoed out over the sea ice. Bonehead began to bark. In an

instant, Edie felt her neck stiffen and a thudding started up in her chest. Until that moment, it

hadn’t occurred to her that someone might be hurt.A voice began shouting for help. Whichever

damned fool it was had already forgotten the advice she’d given them to stay quiet when they

were out on the land. Up here, shouting could bring down a wall of ice or an avalanche of

powder snow. It could alert a passing bear. She considered calling out to the idiot to stop him

hollering, but she was downwind from the hunters and knew her voice wouldn’t carry.Hissing to

Bonehead to shut up, to herself she said: ‘Ikuliaq!’ Stay calm!One of the men must have had an

accident. It wasn’t uncommon. In the twelve years she’d been guiding southern hunters, Edie

had seen more of those than there are char in a spawn pond: puffed up egos, in the Arctic for

the first time, laden down with self-importance and high-tech kit, thinking it was going to be just

like the duck shoot in Iowa they went on last Thanksgiving or the New Year’s deer cull in

Wyoming. Then they got out on the sea ice and things didn’t seem quite so easy. If the bears

didn’t spook them, then the blistering cold, the scouring winds, the ferocious sun and the roar

of the ice pack usually did the job. They’d stave off their fear with casual bravado and booze

and that was when the accidents happened.She set the snowbie going and made her way

around the iceberg and through a ridge of tuniq, slabby pressure ice. The wind was up now

and blowing ice crystals into the skin around her eyes. When she pulled on her snow goggles,

the crystals migrated to the sensitive skin around her mouth. So long as no one had been

seriously wounded, she told herself, they could all just sit out the storm and wait for help to

arrive once the weather had calmed. She’d put up a snowhouse to keep them cosy and she

had a first-aid kit and enough knowledge to be able to use it.Her thoughts turned, briefly, to

what the elders would make of what was happening. All but Sammy didn’t much approve of a

woman guiding men. They were always looking for an excuse to unseat her. So far, they hadn’t

been able to come up with one. They knew that she was the best damned guide in the High

Arctic. She’d never yet lost a client.The snowbie bumped over an area of candle ice and

brought her to her senses. Like Grandfather Eliah used to say: speculation is a white disease.

But then, she was half-white herself, so maybe she couldn’t help it. In any case, it wouldn’t do

now. The key to getting everyone out of the situation, whatever the situation turned out to be,

was to focus on the present. The High Arctic only ever made room for now.On the other side of

the pressure ridge, a human shape emerged from the gloom, the skinny guy, Wagner’s

assistant. Edie struggled momentarily to recall his name. In her mind he’d become Stan Laurel,

without the charm. Andy, that was it, Andy Taylor. He was waving frantically. As she

approached the gravel beach, he ran back to where the body of his boss lay splayed on his

back. Edie brought the snowbie to a halt on the ice foot and made her way across the snow-

covered shale. Taylor was gesticulating, trying to get her to speed up, the asshole. She carried

on at the same pace. Running equalled sweating equalled hypothermia.Closing in, she could

see things were more serious than she’d allowed herself to imagine and suddenly she

understood something of Taylor’s panic. The injured man was not moving. A large pool of blood

had gathered under his right arm, melting the surrounding snow, freezing into a purplish

sorbet. A tiny skein of steam rose from the spot.‘What happened?’‘I was over the other side,’

Taylor muttered. ‘I heard the sound, I ran.’ He pointed to some tracks, rapidly being erased by

the wind. ‘Look, look, see, see?’Think, woman. Despite the company – or maybe precisely



because of the company – she felt resolutely alone. The first thing to do was to call and speak

to Robert Patma or Joe on the sat phone. Darling Joe, who had been volunteering in Patma’s

clinic for a year now and seemed to have accumulated almost as much expertise as the nurse

himself. She glanced over at the injured man. No, on second thoughts, the very first thing would

be to stop the bleeding.She went back to the snowbie, took out the first aid kit, and bustled

back up the beach towards the wounded man. Taylor was on his knees beside Felix Wagner

now, a look of terror on his face, his hands scuttling across Wagner’s body, loosening the fabric

of the wounded man’s parka. She fell to the ground beside him, gesturing Taylor out of the

way.‘I swear, the shot came out of nowhere.’ Taylor’s voice was querulous and high-pitched.

Something flickered across his face, a momentary despair, and, as if sensing the implausibility

of his observation, he repeated it. ‘Nowhere.’Edie had never seen a man so wounded before;

foam bubbled from his lips, he was panting and his eyes were darting blindly in their sockets.

His face was the colour of limestone. A smell of urine drifted upwards, but Edie didn’t know

either man’s scent well enough to tell which of them had pissed himself. She pulled aside

Wagner’s parka and inspected the wound through his polar fleece. It looked as though the

bullet had penetrated his sternum, just above the heart. The wound was oozing, not

fountaining, which she took to mean that the bullet had missed a major artery; the most

immediate danger to Wagner’s life would be if the lung collapsed. She turned briefly to

Taylor.‘You didn’t see anything, anyone?’‘I didn’t fucking do it, if that’s what you think.’ Taylor’s

voice faltered and he held both palms out, as if surrendering. ‘I told you, I was over there,

taking a leak.’ She met the fellow’s eye, remembering that she hadn’t liked him when he’d

stepped off the plane two days ago. Nothing he’d done in the last couple of minutes had made

her change her mind.‘Chrissakes, this has nothing to do with me.’‘Wrong,’ she said, turning her

attention to the wounded man. ‘This has plenty to do with us both.’Wagner’s pulse was rapid

and weak and he was sweating profusely. Edie had seen animals like this. Shock. Even if his

lung held, it would be hard for Wagner to pull out of it. The immediate priority was to stem the

blood flow and keep him warm. Given the position of the wound it seemed extremely unlikely

that Wagner had shot himself accidentally but her instincts told her Taylor wasn’t lying either.

She glanced over at him: no discharge stains on his gloves. Unless she was very mistaken, the

skinny one wasn’t the shooter. Closing in on the wound site she picked a couple of bone

fragments from the flesh and beckoned Taylor nearer. Wagner panted a little then

calmed.‘Press on the wound and keep up the pressure. I’m going to call for help.’For a moment

Taylor looked like he was going to faint. ‘Press? With what?’‘Palm of your hand, who cares?’

Use your dick if you have to. She pulled the scarf from round her neck to give him something to

press into the wound. Taylor reached for it with his left hand and did as he was told.‘What if the

shooter comes back?’She gave him a long, hard look. ‘You’re a hunter, aren’t you?’The sat

phone was sitting in its insulated cover at the bottom of the pannier where she’d packed it. It

was Autisaq council of Elders policy that all local guides leading foreigners carried one;

otherwise she didn’t bother with them. The cold made the batteries unreliable and the line was

often scrambled. In any case, she’d never had cause to use one until now.Sammy’s voice came

on the line. Edie took a deep breath. Today of all days, her ex-husband was on duty in the

comms office. She checked her watch. Another southern habit, Sammy would say. It was

2p.m.‘We’ve got a hunting accident.’ Keeping it simple for now. ‘It’s pretty bad. Chest wound. If

we’re lucky it won’t bleed out, but the guy looks like he might go into shock. We need Robert

Patma and a plane.’‘Where you at?’‘On Craig. At Uimmatisatsaq. Patma knows it. Joe took him

fishing there one time.’Sammy sucked on his teeth. She could tell from the way the sound of his

breath moved that he was shaking his head.‘Hold while I check the plane schedule and the



forecast.’ Waiting, Edie dug around in her pannier, drew out a sheet of polyurethane, took out

her knife and hacked off a rough square.The phone crackled and for a moment she could hear

the faint intimations of another call, two voices speaking in some language she didn’t

understand, then Sammy’s voice tinkled through the handset.‘Edie, there’s a blizzard

coming.’‘Yeah.’ Holy walrus, the man could be irritating. ‘Looks like one of those spring blow-

overs.’‘We can’t send a plane until it’s gone through.’‘Air ambulance from Iqaluit?’‘I checked

already. They’re weathered out.’Edie scrolled through the options. ‘We get a medic here we

might be OK. Robert Patma could make it on a snowbie.’Silence on the phone, then another

voice:‘Kigga.’ It was Joe. Edie felt her body give a little. Kiggavituinnaaq, falcon, his nickname

for her. He always said she lived in her own world up in the air somewhere. Strictly speaking

she wasn’t his stepmother any more, not officially anyway. Still Kigga though.‘Robert Patma left

for the south yesterday. His mother was killed in a crash, dad’s in hospital. They said they’d

send a temporary nurse but no one’s shown up.’Edie groaned. ‘They’ as in feds, held to be

responsible for everything and nothing, as in, ‘The spirits were angry with my sister so they

made sure the feds didn’t get her treated for her TB in time.’‘That gets out, Autisaq can forget

its guiding business.’ She was angry, not with Robert, but with a system that left them all so

vulnerable.Joe said: ‘Right.’ He sounded impatient with her for focusing on such a thing, even

for a moment. ‘But your fellow’s breathing, right?’‘Just about. If we can stabilize him and stop

the bleeding . . .’‘You got any plastic?’‘I already cut a piece.’Some energy passed between

them. Love, admiration, maybe a mixture of the two.‘Gonna pack the clinic’s snowbie and come

myself,’ Joe said. ‘Meantime, if the blizzard blows over, they’ll send the plane. Keep doing what

you’re doing and don’t give him anything by mouth.’ His voice softened. ‘Kigga, nothing you can

do’s gonna make it worse.’‘Joe . . .’ She was about to tell her stepson to be careful, when she

realized he’d already hung up.Edie went back to the two men, pulled out the bivvy from Taylor’s

trailer and in a few minutes had it up and over the injured man. It had started snowing. In a

couple of hours the blizzard would be upon them. Pushing Taylor back, she leaned over

Wagner’s face, fingered his neck for a pulse and temperature, took the square of polyurethane

from her pocket, opened up his fleece with her knife and tamped the plastic over the wound. A

small thought scudded across her mind. Only three days ago this stout little man thought he

was setting out on a grand adventure, something to boast about at the clubhouse bar back in

Wichita. The odds on Felix Wagner ever seeing the clubhouse again had just lengthened

considerably. She turned to Taylor.‘Do everything you can to make sure no air gets into the

wound or the lung could collapse. I’m going to get a snow shelter up. The blizzard goes big,

this bivvy won’t hold. Anything changes, call me, OK?’Taylor said: ‘You’re not going to look for

whoever did this?’Edie bit back her irritation. One thing she couldn’t abide was a whiner.‘Look,

do you want to play detective or do you want your friend to live?’Taylor sighed. She watched

him disappear into the bivvy, then drove the snowbie to the old drifts at the back of the beach

beside the cliff and followed the shingle up the slope to the high point, looking for footprints and

shell discards. She wasn’t going to give Taylor the satisfaction of knowing that was what she

was doing. All the same, she wanted to be clear in her own mind that the shooter wasn’t still

around. Up on the high ground, the wind was already blowing the snow hard. If there had been

any prints, they were gone now. She turned the snowbie back and was passing beside a rocky

outcrop when she spotted something on the ground. She squeezed on the brakes, jumped off

and went back to check. There it was, the remnant of a single footprint, which had been

protected from the worst of the wind by a small boulder. She inspected it more closely, bringing

to mind Taylor’s footprints from earlier. This was different. A man’s and recent. Wagner’s

perhaps. If not, most likely the shooter’s. For a moment or two she stood and took it in,



memorising the zig-zag pattern with what looked like the outline of an ice bear at its centre, as

bit by bit the wind blew snow over its surface. Up on her feet, now, she could just make out the

rapidly filling indentations where the trail of prints had once been, heading away out onto the

tundra. If it was the shooter, he was long gone.She made her way back to the beach and

focused her energies on finding the right kind of building snow. Too hard and you’d never get

the blocks to caulk together, too soft and the whole structure would be in danger of collapsing.

A textbook she’d once read at the school listed the perfect building snow as having a density of

0.3 – 0.35gm/cm3 and a hardness of between 150 – 200gm/cm3. She’d remembered the

numbers because they’d seemed so abstract and absurd. Out on the land, you had to do your

own calculations.As luck would have it, she found precisely the right kind of three-layered snow

in a drift at the northern edge of the beach. For a while she worked, sawing the walrus-ivory

snowknife to and fro to form rectangular bricks the size of breezeblocks, stacking them on top

of the trailer and moving them in batches out from under the cliff to where the bivvy currently

stood. The job took her a while, because she moved slowly to avoid breaking into a sweat.

Bricks cut, she dived back inside the bivvy to check on Wagner. The wounded man was quiet

now, his breathing shallow. She checked his boots. No ice bear.‘He still bleeding?’Taylor shook

his head.‘That case, you need to come help.’She showed him how to place the bricks, then

caulk between, and as he worked, she dug out the ice floor and levelled it off. Finally they built

the little entrance tunnel, sloping down to prevent warm air escaping. It was crude, but it would

do. Together they heaved Wagner inside and laid him on a small pile of caribou skins. Edie

emptied his pockets of a white plastic ballpoint pen, a pocket knife and a few coins and tossed

them in her bag, then went back outside to collect her things and untie Bonehead. The wind

chill was formidable now, – 45 maybe, the air foamy with ice frost. She built a crude little

annexe on the side of the house, lowered Bonehead into it and bricked him in. The snow would

keep him cosy. Then she went inside, poured what remained of the hot tea from the thermos

and, handing a mug to Andy Taylor, raised hers in a toast:‘Here’s to another fine mess,’ she

said.Andy looked up from his tea, eyes glaring. Incomprehension, maybe. Contempt, more

like.‘Laurel and Hardy.’‘I know who it is.’ Andy Taylor shook his head, clucking like an indignant

duck whose nest has been disturbed. ‘Jeez, have you any idea how inappropriate that is?’Edie

wrinkled her nose and stared at her hands. It was as much as she could do not to punch him. If

he’d been Inuk, she wouldn’t have held off. Situation like this, you told stories, you drank hot

tea, and you joked about. Only things keeping you sane. Fifteen minutes passed in silence. The

blizzard was a way off still. It was going to be a long wait.After a while, she said: ‘We should

eat.’ It had been several hours since their last meal and she and Andy had expended a good

deal of energy building the snow shelter. Hungry people made poor judgements. She poured

more hot tea, then pulled a drawstring bag from her pack and went at its contents with her

pocketknife, handing a slice off the block to Andy Taylor. Taylor took what was offered, eyeing it

suspiciously.She cut another slice for herself and began chewing, throwing Taylor a thumbs-up

sign. ‘Good.’Taylor took a bite. Slowly, his jaw began to move. Pretty soon, a rictus of disgust

spread across his face. He spat the meat onto his glove.‘What the fuck?’‘Igunaq. Fermented

walrus gut. Very good for you. Keep you warm.’The wind screamed. Edie chewed. Taylor sat in

silence. Hail thumped up against the snowhouse walls like distant thunder. Taylor gave off

anxious vibes.‘This man who’s supposed to be coming,’ he blurted.‘Does he know what he’s

doing?’ He had to shout to make his voice heard above all the racket of the weather. ‘How do

we know he’ll actually get here?’It seemed like an odd question, a southerner’s question. Why

would Joe set off if he wasn’t as sure as he could be that he’d reach his destination? ‘It’s not all

that bad,’ she said.Taylor gave her a look of exasperation. ‘It sure sounds bad. And if it’s not



bad, then why the fuck hasn’t someone sent the plane?’‘The wind’s coming in from the

east.’Taylor wiped his glove over his face. His voice was tainted with aggression, or, perhaps,

frustration, Edie thought. Then again, she might be wrong. Southerners were difficult to read.

She explained that the winds would gather through the gaps in the mountain passes, becoming

fiercer, more localized and katabatic, like mini-tornadoes. The plane would have to fly right

through those winds, which could prove incredibly dangerous, but at ground level, things would

be a little easier. It would be rough travelling – too rough for them with Felix Wagner in the

trailer, but Joe was very experienced at travelling in difficult conditions and he was bringing

proper medical kit and more expertise than she could muster alone.Edie sliced off another

piece of igunaq and began chewing. She noticed Taylor back off slightly.‘You know I didn’t have

anything to do with this, right?’‘You ask me, I don’t think you did.’ She considered telling him

about the footprint, then decided that right now, he didn’t deserve to know. ‘But it’ll be hard to

prove.’A gust of wind blustered over the snow shelter, sending a patch of caulking falling onto

Wagner, who began to groan again.‘What if your friend can’t find us?’Edie sliced off another

piece of igunaq.‘You really should eat,’ she said.‘For fuck’s sake, we got an injured man

here!’Edie peered over at Wagner. ‘I don’t think he’s hungry.’ Taylor pulled off his hat and

rubbed his hair. ‘Does anything rattle you?’Edie thought about this for a moment. It wasn’t the

most interesting question, but it was the only one he’d asked that helped the conversation

along, so they were making progress. ‘There’s this scene in Feet First . . .’ she began.‘Scene?’

His voice had risen to the timbre of a sexed-up fox. Despite the difficult circumstances, Edie

realized she was quite enjoying herself.‘Yeah, in the Harold Lloyd picture. Anyway, there’s this

scene, where Harold Lloyd is swinging from a scaffold on the side of this huge skyscraper, it’s

like he’s just clinging onto the edge of a cliff and the wind is shaking it.’Andy Taylor looked as

her as though she was some crazy person.‘What the hell? A movie?’People were always

making this mistake. Edie was always having to put them right. ‘Sure it’s a movie, but Harold

Lloyd did all his own stunt work.’Taylor laughed, though probably not in a good way. ‘Straight

up,’ she said. ‘No doubles, no stuntmen, no camera tricks, nothing.’The skinny qalunaat wiped

his forehead and shook his head. After that he didn’t say anything for a while. Time passed.

The wind got up to a terrible pitch. Unsettled, Taylor began to fidget.‘Don’t you people tell

stories at times like these, about the animals and the ancestors, all that?’ You people. That’s

rich, thought Edie. One of us sitting here is paying to be ‘you people’, and it isn’t me.‘I just did,’

she said.‘No, no, I meant like real stories, Eskimo shit.’‘Uh huh.’ A familiar throb rose in Edie’s

right eye, a ringing in her ears. When she was a little girl, her grandfather used to say these

feelings were the ancestors moving through her body. ‘Listen,’ he would whisper. ‘One of your

ancestors wants to tell his story.’ She closed her eyes, those coal-black discs Sammy used to

say reminded him of the eclipse of the sun, the perfect arch of her eyebrows rising like the

curve of the earth above her broad, flat forehead. She thought about her grandmother, Anna,

coming all the way here from Quebec, meeting Eliah out on a hunting trip, Eliah moving all the

way from Etah in Greenland to be with her. Her thoughts ran to Eliah’s great-grandfather,

Welatok, who guided white men and journeyed all the way from Baffin Island and settled,

finally, in Etah. Then she thought of Maggie, her mother, flying down to Iqaluit to look for her

man, not finding him because he’d deceived her and wasn’t there.‘How’s about an ancestor

story?’ she said. ‘Why don’t you start?’‘What?’ Taylor had a bewildered look on his face.‘Tell me

about your ancestors.’‘My what?’ Taylor sounded flustered, then his face seemed to bunch up,

like he was trying to squeeze the juice from it. ‘Hell, I don’t know.’ He waved a hand. ‘My

grandfather on my mother’s side came over from Ireland. We didn’t go in for that family history

stuff.’The vehemence of his response, the contempt in the tone took her back. ‘How can you



live like that, not knowing where you came from?’‘Pretty well. Pretty fucking well.’‘My great-

great-great-grandfather guided qalunaat explorers.’‘Oh, that’s just terrific,’ he said, with some

sarcasm. ‘Nice family business you got here, generations of experience in leaving people to die

in the middle of fucking nowhere.’‘His name was Welatok,’ she said, ignoring the man’s tone.

‘He guided a man called Fairfax.’Andy Taylor started. ‘Right.’ Going into his pocket, he drew out

a hip flask, looking calmer suddenly. He took a few sips from it and waved it in the air.‘Think old

Felix here could use some?’‘He’s sleeping.’Taylor put the flask back in his pocket. She knew

why he didn’t offer it to her. Inuit, drink: a match made in hell. She would have said no anyway.

Her drinking days were long behind her.‘Old Felix here, he knows a thing or two about those

old-time Arctic explorers, all the heroes: Peary, Stefansson, Scott, Fairfax, Frobisher. Pretty

interesting stuff,’ Taylor said.‘He ever mention Welatok?’ she asked.Taylor shrugged.‘I guess

not,’ she said. ‘We never did get much credit.’Beside them, Wagner began making small

moaning sounds. Edie thought of Joe, now struggling across the sea ice to reach them, and

about what kind of future he would have in whatever was left of the Arctic once the developers

and prospectors and explorers had swept through it. It was greed, she knew, though she’d

never felt it. Well, greed for love maybe, for sex even, but for stuff, never. With Edie, same as

with most Inuit, you owned enough, you hunted enough, you ate enough and you left enough

behind so your children and their children would respect you. It wasn’t about surplus. It was

about sufficiency.Some time later, Edie sensed Bonehead begin to stir and scrape about inside

his ice kennel. Andy Taylor had fallen asleep. Wagner was still, though breathing. Throwing on

her sealskin parka, she clambered through the entrance tunnel. Outside the air was alive with

darting crystals and ice smoke, the wind roaring like a wounded bear. Edie edged her way

around the snow shelter, took out her and cut a hole in Bonehead’s kennel. The dog burst from

his confinement in a spray of snowflakes, greeted her briefly, then rushed off into the gloom to

meet Joe.Clambering back inside the snow shelter she woke Taylor to tell him that Joe was on

his way. Neither of them heard his snowbie until it was already very close. Shortly afterwards

Joe himself appeared at the entrance to the shelter.‘What happened?’ Before anyone could

answer, Joe crawled over to the wounded man. Removing his gloves, he pressed the index and

middle finger of his right hand to Wagner’s neck, counting the pulse in the carotid artery. He

took out a blue clinicians’ notebook from his daypack and wrote something down.Edie raised

her hand in a thumbs-up but Joe only shrugged. She watched him inspecting the wound and

felt the familiar surge of pride in her boy.‘How much blood has he lost?’‘A lot, maybe more than

a litre.’Joe turned to his daypack, pulled out some antibacterial wipes and began washing his

hands. Five minutes later Felix Wagner was on a saline drip with codeine for the pain. The

situation was pretty grave, Joe explained. The injured man was now in full hypovolemic shock.

His chances of survival depended on the severity of the shock and that could not be

established until he was properly hospitalized. If the shock was severe enough, kidney failure

would set in and gradually, one by one, the organs would begin to shut down. It might take a

few hours or as long as a week, but, unless Wagner was extraordinarily lucky, the outcome

would be the same.‘We need that plane, Sammy.’ Edie was on the sat phone again.‘We’re still

being pummelled over here.’‘Can you get Thule out?’ It was a big ask. The US airbase across

the water in Greenland had bigger planes, built better to withstand Arctic conditions than

Autisaq’s Twin Otters. They were usually unwilling to intervene in what they saw as Canadian

problems, except in the case of an outbreak of TB or measles or some other some infectious

illness, but Wagner was one of them, an American.When the response came moments later,

she could barely hear it and asked Sammy to repeat, then abruptly lost the signal. After a few

minutes’ wait the phone rang back. This time the signal was poor but Edie could just about hear



a man’s voice through the crackle, something about visibility.‘Sammy, listen.’ She had to shout

above the shriek of the wind. ‘What about Thule?’ But the phone had already gone dead.‘They

flying?’ Joe looked hopeful.Taylor opened his mouth to speak.‘Don’t.’ Edie held up a hand. ‘Just

don’t.’They finished up the tea in the flasks and waited. It was rough still, but the wind moved

across to the north-west and began to ease off. A little while later, Bonehead began scratching

about and barking, Edie put her ear to the ground and detected an engine vibration. Martie. It

had to be. No one except her aunt would be crazy enough to fly through the tail-end of a

blizzard.In no time, they were loading the patient, the snowmobiles and equipment on board

Martie Kiglatuk’s Otter. Martie was large, at least by Inuit standards, with skin the colour of an

heirloom suitcase and a voice like a cartoon train wreck. She also happened to be Edie’s best

friend.The plane hugged the shore-fast ice of South Cape and turned west along the Ellesmere

coast. Before long, it had cleared sufficiently for Edie to be able to watch the land sail by. She

was struck, always, on her rare flights, by how much the Arctic was shrinking back into itself,

floe by floe, glacier by glacier. Witnessing it was like watching a beloved and aged parent

gradually and inexorably come apart. Every year a little more death and dying and a little less

life. In thirteen years’ time, when Joe was her age now, she wondered if anything would be left

at all.The crags softened then gradually fell away to flat shoreline and the northern hamlet of

Autisaq rose into view like a set of ancient teeth, jagged with age and wear, clinging on

uneasily to the bony foreshore. Behind her, Joe whooped.Martie said: ‘Seatbelts on, folks,

we’re coming in.’Edie felt a familiar ear-pop as they began to descend and then, muffled, but

unmistakeable, the sound of Joe’s voice again, only this time alarmed, and when she looked

back over her shoulder she could see Felix Wagner foaming at the mouth, his eyes rolling

back, his whole body quaking and jerking and Joe frantically signalling Andy Taylor to hold the

wounded man steady while he filled a hypodermic. Time warped and bent. Edie was aware of

the plane’s steep descent and a bunch of fractured shouts and barked instructions. She tried to

loosen her seatbelt to help but could not get a grip on it. Behind her, Joe was pumping at the

man’s heart, blowing into his mouth, and the plane was pitching and diving towards the landing

strip. Suddenly, Martie was shouting; ‘Seatbelts on now, people. Tuarvirit! Quick!’ and the two

men fell away from Felix Wagner like old petals.Moments later, the familiar skid and grind of the

tyres on gravel signalled their arrival and as Edie swung round she saw Felix Wagner’s arm

escape from underneath the blanket.Martie taxied to the end of the strip, shut down the

engine.‘What we got?’Joe said: ‘Trouble.’ He was out of his seat, kneeling beside the body of

Felix Wagner, looking crushed. ‘The qalunaat just died.’‘Iquq, shit.’ Martie glanced out of the

window at the welcome party of Sammy Inukpuk and Sammy’s brother, Simeonie, Autisaq’s

mayor, heading towards them.‘I guess I’d better go spread the good news.’The pilot’s door

opened and Martie climbed down onto the strip. A moment of discussion followed, Martie

signalled for someone to open the main door and let down the steps and Sammy and

Simeonie came on board.Simeonie, slyer and more calculating than his brother, turned to

Edie:‘Does the skinny qalunaat understand Inuktitut?’Andy Taylor did not respond.‘I guess

there’s your answer,’ Edie said. She didn’t like Simeonie. Never had, even when he was her

brother-in-law.‘Did he have anything to do with this?’Edie could see the man’s mind already at

work, cooking the story, working the facts into whatever version of the truth best served

Simeonie Inukpuk.She went through it all in her head. Andy Taylor had two rifles with him, a

Remington Model 700 and a Weatherby Magnum. Felix Wagner had insisted on three: a

Remington, a 30-60 Springfield and a Winchester, most likely a 308. Both men had discharged

their Remingtons in the morning during an abortive hare hunt, but not since. She briefly

considered the possibility that Felix Wagner had shot himself, but from the position of the



wound it seemed so unlikely it was hardly worth the expenditure of energy in the thought. Then

there was the zig-zag footprint with the ice bear at its centre. A theory suddenly came

together.Edie said, in Inuktitut: ‘The way I see it, someone out hunting mistook Wagner for

game and took a shot at him.’ The hunter was probably on his way back to Autisaq or one of

the other hamlets right now. Most likely he’d lie low for a few days, then fess up. It had

happened before; the qalunaat had signed a release form, absolving the community of

responsibility in the event of an accident. It was unfortunate, but not catastrophic. The elders

would shrug ayaynuaq, it couldn’t be helped, there would be a generous insurance payout to

Wagner’s family and the whole episode would be forgotten. The Arctic was full of dangers.

She’d made sure Felix Wagner had understood that.Simeonie coughed, glanced at Taylor to

make sure the man wasn’t following, then, drawing himself up to his full height,

said:‘Speculation is a white man’s disease. Take the other qalunaat back to the hotel, make

sure he’s got whatever he needs.’She nodded.‘One thing, he hasn’t got a sat phone, has

he?’Edie shook her head‘Good, then don’t let him make any calls.’ He turned to Andy Taylor:

‘We’re very sorry about this accident, Mr Taylor. We have to ask you not to leave until we’ve

made some investigations. Small stuff, just details really.’Andy Taylor blinked his

understanding.Joe leaned forward and spoke in a low voice: ‘Uncle, none of this is Edie’s

fault.’Inukpuk ignored him, reverting to Inuktitut:‘There’ll be a council of Elders meeting

tomorrow to decide what steps to take next,’ he said, stepping out of the plane and back onto

the landing strip, something threatening in his tone.Joe shook his head. ‘Aitiathlimaqtsi arit.’

Fuck you too.Back at the hotel, Andy Taylor showed no interest in making phone calls. He only

wanted to have a shower and get some rest. A man not used to death, Edie thought, watching

him heave his pack along the corridor to his room at the rear of the building. It occurred to her

that she ought to go home and wait for Joe. She’d been bothered by a sense of foreboding, the

feeling that she and Joe were somehow being drawn into something. It was nothing she could

put her finger on yet, but she didn’t like the way Simeonie Inukpuk had spoken. Never trusted

the man much, even when he was kin. Trusted him even less now.She waited downstairs in the

hotel until she could hear the sound of Taylor’s snores, then went home. The moment she

reached the steps up to the snow-porch door, she knew Joe was already inside waiting for her.

In the same way that a frozen ptarmigan would gradually revive when put beside the radiator, it

was as if the house gradually came to life when Joe was there. She pulled the door open,

peeled off her boots and outerwear in the snow porch and went in.Joe was sitting on the sofa

staring at a DVD. Charlie Chaplin was playing table ballet with two forks stuck into two bread

rolls. She plunked herself down beside her stepson and stroked his hair.‘I can’t help thinking

this is my fault, Kigga.’‘Are you crazy? No one’s going to blame you, Joe, not for a minute. And

if they do, they’ll have me to answer to.’ On the TV Charlie Chaplin continued to twirl the bread

rolls into pirouettes and pas de bourées. ‘This was an accident. Someone from Autisaq, or

maybe one of the other settlements. Maybe he couldn’t see, maybe he’d had a bit to drink. It

happens.’Joe said: ‘You think?’‘Sure,’ she said. ‘It’ll blow over, you’ll see.’The bread roll ballerina

took her bow and Edie flipped off the player. A moment of regret drifted between them.Joe

said: ‘Only thing is, a man’s dead, Kigga.’She looked at him, ashamed at her own momentary

lapse of principle. She was her best self when she was with him, he made sure of it.2‘Bee El

You Bee Bee Ee Ar.’ Edie drew the letters on the whiteboard as she went. She’d hadn’t slept

well and was finding it hard to focus, thinking about Wagner’s death and the council of Elders

meeting where she was going to have to account for her actions.Pauloosie Allakarialak put up

his hand.Edie underlined the word with her finger. ‘Blubber.’Pauloosie’s arm started waving.

‘Miss, did someone kill that qalunaat?’Edie rubbed her hand across her face. Shit, if Pauloosie



knew, then everyone knew.Edie pointed to the word on the whiteboard. ‘You know what this

says?’The boy looked blank. Poor kid. Sometimes Edie had to wonder what she was doing,

spending her days drumming into Autisaq’s youth words they would almost certainly never use

in English – ‘baleen’, ‘scree’, ‘glacial’, ‘blubber’, words so much more subtly expressed in

Inuktitut, and prettier, too, written in script. Of course, the hope of the federal government in

Ottawa was that some of them would go on to graduate from high school and even take

degrees in southern universities, just as Joe planned to do, but it was a rare kind of Inuk who

harboured such ambitions. Going south meant leaving family, friends, everything familiar for a

city where the streets were flustered with buildings and cars crowded in on one another like

char in a shrinking summer pond and where, for at least six months of the year, it was

intolerably hot. Why put yourself through that in the hope that you might finally land the kind of

job back home that had, for decades, only gone to qalunaat?No, the fact of the matter was that

most of the faces before Edie now would be married with kids by the time they were old

enough to vote. Most would be lucky to get as far as Iqaluit, the provincial capital, let alone to

the south, and the vast majority would never once have occasion to have to spell ‘blubber’ in

English. And the irony of this was that, all the time they were sitting in rows learning how to

spell ‘baleen’ in English, they could be out on the land, learning traditional skills, discovering

how to be Inuit.The recess bell rang. On her way to the staff room, an idea sprang into Edie’s

mind. It was something the headmaster, John Tisdale, would no doubt call ‘unorthodox

pedagogy’, a disciplinary offence, if he found out about it. Not that Edie cared. She’d been up

before him so many times for flouting the rules – his rules, southern rules – that she’d come to

expect it. In any case, she suspected Tisdale secretly approved of her methods, even as he

was rapping her over the knuckles for them. The man had come a long way. A few years ago,

when he’d first arrived with a brief to ‘broaden education in the Arctic’, she’d asked him what

exactly he thought they were educating Autisaq’s children for.‘To take their place in the world,’

he’d replied. He really had been a pompous ass back then.She’d waited until the look of self-

satisfaction had faded a little from his face then said: ‘Maybe you don’t realize, this is their

world right here.’Tisdale had marked her down as a troublemaker but Edie hadn’t been

bothered by his condescension. She knew it wouldn’t last. Pretty soon he’d begin to find

himself out of his depth, then he’d come looking for her with his tail between his legs.It

happened sooner than even she had anticipated, after a sermon he gave Autisaq’s parents on

the dangers of violent computer games. What a blast! Everyone had laughed at him. Hadn’t he

noticed where he was? Up here, violence was embedded in almost everything: in the

unblinking ferocity of the sun, in the blistering winds, the pull and push of the ice.In any case,

most Autisaq kids had neither the time nor the money for computer games; their leisure hours

were taken up with snaring ptarmigan and trapping hare or fox, or helping their fathers hunt

seal. They spent most of the time they weren’t at school being violent.The day after the talk,

the headmaster found a dead fox hanging across his snow porch, but instead of heading south

on the next plane, as many in his position would have done, he’d knocked first on Edie’s door

then on others, asking where he’d gone wrong. He’d stuck it out until, over the years, he’d

come to realize that ‘broadening education in the Arctic’ included him.He’d pretend to

disapprove of today’s ‘unorthodox pedagogy’, but it was all a sop to his masters back in

Ottawa. Head down, so she wouldn’t have to make conversation with anyone on the street,

Edie trudged through dry and squealing snow to the meat store at the back of her house,

picked out a small harp seal she’d hunted a few weeks earlier, attached a rope to its head and

dragged it back along the ice to the school building. She waited until no one was around then

smuggled the dead animal into the school through the side entrance.The moment the kids



returned from recess and caught sight of the creature, their faces, sensing an end to the

abstractions of language lessons, lit like lanterns. Edie got two of the oldest boys to help her lift

the animal onto the table. Then she handed over two hunting knives and left the kids to get on

with the business of butchering, instructing the older children to show the others how to handle

the knives, and to write down the name of everything they touched and the verbs to describe

their actions in English and Inuktitut on the whiteboard.It worked. Before long, the seal lay in a

number of neat pieces on the table and the kids were encouraging one another to dig deeper

and cut more finely, jostling to be the first to the front to write ‘spleen’ or ‘whiskers’ or ‘flense’.

Butchering the animal and noting its parts had become a gleeful and very Inuit kind of a game.

Even Pauloosie Allakarialak was joining in. He’d forgotten the white man’s death and the fact

that he didn’t know how to spell ‘blubber’.At lunchtime, Edie trudged across to the Northern

Store, thinking to buy some Saran Wrap and plastic sacks she could use to package the

chopped seal before it thawed and became difficult to handle. Swinging open the door into the

store’s snow porch, she banged her boots against the bootscraper, glanced out of habit at the

announcements board (nothing about Wagner) and went inside.The Northern Store was

officially a co-operative, owned by the inhabitants of Autisaq, every one of whom had a right to

a share of the profits, if ever there were any. It was managed by Mike and Etok Nungaq.Mike

was an affable, steady sort of guy. He had an interest in geology, which he cultivated whenever

geologists from the south came into town. As a thankyou for some favour, an American

geologist had left him a laptop a couple of summers back and Mike was now the person

anyone came to when they had computer problems. Not that many did. Some of the younger

generation had games consoles, but few in the community had bothered with computers and

there were only three in public use connected to the internet: one in the mayor’s office, one in

the nursing station and one in the library at the school.When he wasn’t digging out rocks and

fiddling with computers, Mike Nungaq lived for gossip, though rarely the malicious kind. Mike

just liked to know who was doing what, with whom, and when. There was something in his

makeup that meant he couldn’t help himself. If you needed to know what was really going on in

town, you just had to ask Mike.Mike’s wife, Etok, disapproved of her husband’s chattering.

Around Autisaq, Etok was known as Uismuitis-saliaqungak , the Person with Crooked Teeth

who is as Scary as a Mother Bear. People watched themselves around her. She looked

harmless enough but at the slightest hint of gossip, Etok’s eyes would freeze over and she’d

bare a set of fangs that wouldn’t have disgraced a walrus. But despite her best efforts to quash

them, rumour and innuendo persisted, fanning out through the aisles of the Northern Store to

the farthest reaches of the settlement, often transforming in the process from harmless titbit to

outrageous slander and loathsome smear.It was Edie’s habit to pass by the cash till to say hi to

Mike before she began her shopping, but today she knew he’d want to know about the Wagner

affair and she didn’t feel like talking about it, so she took herself directly to the third aisle at the

back of the store where the plastics were kept, between the cleaning products and the

snowmobile maintenance section. They didn’t have the extra-wide Saran Wrap Edie had seen

advertised, so she picked up a packet of the regular stuff plus some plastic sacks and was

walking back up the aisle when Pauloosie Allakarialak’s mother, Nancy, appeared. Nancy

Allakarialak was a cheerful woman, regretful at having brought her son into the world with

foetal alcohol syndrome, and keen to make amends. She took a great interest in Pauloosie’s

education and was usually eager to discuss his progress with Edie. Today, though, she only

smiled faintly and edged her way past down the aisle.It was a bad sign. Word had obviously

already got around that a qalunaat had died on Edie’s watch.Edie slapped the roll of plastic

bags and the Saran Wrap on the cash desk. Etok was standing with her back to the desk,



sorting the mail. She looked around, registered Edie then slipped through the door at the back

to the store. Mike Nungaq watched his wife go then sidled along the desk to the till.‘Hey, Edie.

Nice day out.’ He met her eyes and smiled. As he handed over her change, his fingers lingered

over her hand.‘I’m shunned already.’‘Oh no,’ Mike said. ‘That thing yesterday? Folks a bit

unsettled by it is all. Once the council of Elders have met, everything’ll settle right down.’She

nodded and smiled back, appreciative of his attempt to reassure her. She wondered if the

council of Elders would see things the same way. They had the right to revoke her guiding

licence and Simeonie, at least, had the motivation to do it. He’d been running for re-election as

mayor when the business of Ida and Samwillie Brown blew up.Until Edie got involved, everyone

in Autisaq had been quite prepared to put Samwillie’s death down to an accident. He was

unpopular and a known wife-beater. Edie’s intervention in the case – ‘meddling’, Simeonie

Inukpuk called it – had led to Ida’s conviction for her husband’s murder. It was widely believed

that Simeonie had lost the election on account of the bad publicity and the affair had cast such

a shadow over his political ambitions that it was another four years before he finally managed

to get reelected. Edie often wondered if it was Simeonie who had been responsible for the

death threat she’d received not long after Ida’s trial began.Her ex-brother-in-law had other

reasons to hate her, too. He blamed her for the breakup with Sammy. Too caught up in

women’s rights, he’d said at the time. What about a man’s right to have his woman stand by

him? No matter to Simeonie that, by the time she left, she and Sammy were drinking one

another into the ground. Most likely they’d both be dead by now if they hadn’t split. Maybe

Simeonie Inukpuk would have preferred it that way. He was casual with his family. Sammy had

always been loyal to him, but Simeonie had never returned the favour.Edie knew she had a lot

to lose. It wasn’t the investigation itself she was afraid of. Joe was right. A man had died a long

way from home and it was only fair to his family that they get to the bottom of it. What she

dreaded was that Simeonie would use Wagner’s death as an excuse to persuade the elders

into rescinding her guiding licence. None of the elders except Sammy thought anything of

women guides; some of them had probably been looking for an excuse to get rid of her for

years. In any case, most of them would be glad to see her go.For herself, she didn’t much care.

The years of drinking had taken away what pride she might once have had. But without her

guiding fees, there was no way Edie would be able to help Joe fund his nursing training. Part-

time teaching barely covered her living expenses. He wouldn’t be able to turn to Sammy and

Minnie. His mother drank away her welfare and his father had an old-fashioned idea of what

constituted a real Inuk man, and it wasn’t studying to be a nurse. Besides, Sammy didn’t want

his son doing anything that might involve him having to leave Autisaq. Over the years, Sammy

had let a lot of things slip by him: a few good jobs, a couple of wives and a whole lot of money.

Along with booze and American cop shows, his boys were one of the few comforts remaining

to him.After school, Edie walked back home past the store and the little church she last visited

on the day of her mother’s funeral. Sammy’s shitkickers were lying inside the snow porch and

his blue government parka was hanging on the peg. Two years after she’d kicked him out,

Sammy still regularly treated Edie’s house as home. At first she’d discouraged it, then she’d

given in, mostly because when Sammy was at her house, Joe spent more time there too.The

smell of beer drifted in from the living room, along with some other, more chemical, aroma.

Edie prised off her boots and hung up her hat, scarves and parka, then opened the door into

the house. Sammy and Joe were sitting on the sofa watching TV.Edie said: ‘Hey, allummiipaa,

darling.’ The remark was directed at Joe but Sammy looked up with a hopeful smile on his face.

Edie didn’t miss the days she’d called her ex darling, but Sammy did. If Sammy had his way

they’d still be married and she’d still be a drunk.‘I put my stuff in my room, Kigga,’ Joe said. The



boy went to and fro these days – a few nights at Sammy’s, a week or two with Minnie – but

right now he was spending more time with his stepmother than usual, and she couldn’t help

liking it.‘You break up with Lisa, Sammy?’ The past couple of years, Sammy had gone through

women like water. Lisa was just the latest. For some reason whenever one or other finished

with him, he came to Edie’s house to lick his wounds. He gave a little shrug, looked

away.‘Sorry,’ she said. She wasn’t consciously mean to him but sometimes a little bubble of

meanness popped out. She guessed that somewhere, somehow, she was still angry about the

situation, which probably meant that somewhere, somehow, she still had feelings for Sammy

and was doing her best to ignore them.‘My TV bust,’ Sammy said.Edie took a piece of seal out

of her pack and put it on the surface in the kitchen then switched on the kettle for some

tea.‘Plus I broke up with Lisa.’They laughed. Sammy raised his eyes to heaven. Even he’d

come to think of his love life as a bit of a joke. So long as he was the one to say it.‘Get together

with anyone else yet?’Sammy nodded, sheepish.‘Who?’ asked Edie, a little too

quickly.‘Nancy.’‘Nancy Allakarialak? Pauloosie’s mum?’‘Uh huh.’For an instant all three made

eye contact, then just as quickly looked away. It was odd how sometimes they felt like a family

again. Odd and unsettling. Then Joe got up to go to his room.‘Call me when we need to leave?’

Not his deal, this old stuff between her and Sammy.After he’d disappeared into his room there

was a pause.‘I didn’t get a chance to say thanks for helping out with Felix Wagner,’ Edie said,

wanting to change the subject.Sammy took a swig of the beer at his side and said nothing.Edie

said: ‘You spoke to Andy Taylor?’‘Simeonie just left him. Seems pretty keen to forget the whole

thing and get back down south.’‘I guess there’ll have to be a police inquiry, right?’ Edie said.

‘They’ll want to call in Derek Palliser.’Sammy cleared his throat and made a study of his

feet.‘That’s not what I’m hearing,’ he said in a way that indicated he knew something and was

keeping it back. Edie gave him a long, hard stare.‘Listen,’ he said defensively. ‘I don’t control the

council of Elders.’Everyone knew who did control the council of Elders: Sammy’s older brother,

Simeonie. Sammy had always stood in his brother’s shadow and he wasn’t about to get out of it

now. Anything involving confrontation, particularly to do with his brother, Sammy usually ran a

mile. He rattled his beer can to make sure he’d polished off the contents and stood to go.‘Edie,

stay out of trouble. Try to toe the line, for once.’When he’d gone, Edie put on her best parka and

oiled her pigtails, then called Joe from his room. They walked up to the mayor’s office together.

The elders had asked them to the meeting on the understanding that they were there to give

their version of events, and would have no say in the outcome. For this reason alone, Edie had

a bad feeling about what was about to happen. It was typically screwed up Autisaq politics. The

elders paid lip service to inclusiveness but when it came down to it, they huddled together like

a group of harried musk ox.They opened the door into the council chamber and went in.

Sammy was already there, beside him on one side Pauloosie’s grandfather Samuelie and on

the other, Sammy’s cousin, Otok. Three or four others Edie knew by name, but not well

personally. The driftwood and sealskin chair at the head of the table that had once been taken

by Edie’s grandfather, Eliah, was now occupied by Simeonie Inukpuk, who pointed Edie and

Joe to a couple of office chairs brought in specially and motioned for quiet. The only other

woman in the room, Simeonie’s assistant, Sheila Silliq, was taking notes.Simeonie began by

thanking them for coming. The council simply wanted to hear from each of them their version of

events, he said. Perhaps, since Edie was present when Felix Wagner had his accident, she

might begin.Out of the corner of her eye, Edie saw Sammy glaring at her.‘Sure,’ she said, ‘the

event.’ Thinking, toe the line.Till the moment the shot echoed out across the sea ice, the day

had in fact been pretty uneventful. In the morning, the party had gone after hare,

unsuccessfully as it turned out. They’d had lunch and in the early afternoon, a couple of hours



before it happened, she had left the two hunters on the leeward side of the esker at

Uimmatisatsaq on Craig Island, within sight of the char pool. The men said they wanted to try

their hands at ice fishing and promised to start putting up camp. Since the party was low on

drinking water and Edie knew of a nearby berg, she left them to go and fetch freshwater ice.

Both men were carrying rifles, she hadn’t seen any bear tracks en route and when she left

them the weather was clear, so she wasn’t worried for their safety. She took her bear dog,

Bonehead, with her and, in any case, she reckoned she’d be gone no longer than an hour or

so.Edie paused momentarily to check the expressions on the faces of the men sitting round the

table but Inuit were brought up to be good at hiding their feelings – you had to be, living in such

small communities, where each was so dependent on the others – and no one was giving

anything away. She took a steadying breath and carried on.Afterwards, Simeonie congratulated

her on her recall. She sat back, expecting questions, and was bewildered when the mayor

merely summarized her account, added in a couple of editing notes for Sheila Silliq then

moved on to Joe. Already, then, she sensed the outcome. Nothing she or Joe could say would

make any difference; the elders were just going through the motions.Joe began to run through

his version of the day. He had been in the mayor’s office picking up a consignment of Arctic

condoms that had come in on the supply plane a few days before. The condoms were wrapped

in cute packets made to look like seal or musk ox or walrus, some well-meaning but patronizing

southern initiative to encourage Inuit in the eastern Arctic to have safe sex, as though everyone

didn’t already know that the only way to make sex safe in the region would be to decommission

the air-force bases.Sometime in the early afternoon, Sammy had called him through to the

comms office. He’d found his father standing by the radio and doing his best not to look

anxious. Sammy outlined what had happened on Craig, or the bare bones of it. While he went

to check the weather forecast, Joe skimmed down the planned flights log book to see if any

planes were likely to be in the area and could pick up the party, but there were no flights listed.

In any case, when he met Sammy again briefly in the corridor and exchanged information, it

became clear that the weather was going to make flying out to Craig impossible. That was

when Joe first suggested he head out to the scene by snowmobile.The journey out to Craig

had been tough because the winds were gusting and every so often a blast caught the

snowbie and threw it off balance, but the new snow was at least dry and Joe had ridden the

route only last week so he knew where most of the drifts and open leads were likely to be.

When he got near, his stepmother’s dog met him and led him directly to the camp. Edie was

calm and purposeful, clearly in control of the situation. By contrast, Andy Taylor seemed

withdrawn and shaky. Joe described Wagner’s condition in some detail. He was keen to

emphasize that Edie had already taken appropriate action, stemming the flow of blood and

covering the wound with plastic to prevent air filling the thoracic cavity and collapsing the lungs.

The bullet had shattered part of Wagner’s collarbone and shredded the flesh beneath and

there was what looked like an exit wound through the scapula. His pulse was racy and weak

and it was clear that he had lost a great deal of blood. More worrying still, he was showing all

the signs of advanced hypovolemic shock. He reckoned at the time that Wagner’s chances of

survival were small but he hadn’t said so for fear of discouraging Edie and Andy Taylor, as well

as Felix Wagner himself. He knew it was important that everyone was agreed they were on a

mission to save a man’s life.Simeonie wanted to know if waiting for the plane had affected

Wagner’s chances. Joe was sure it hadn’t helped, but to what degree the wait for the plane had

affected the outcome he couldn’t say. It was possible Felix Wagner would have died

anyway.The elders listened to the remainder of Joe’s testimony without comment. When he

finished, Sammy Inukpuk asked Edie and Joe to step outside and wait in the administration



office.To pass the time, Edie went into the office kitchen and made tea. While Joe sat at one of

the workstations picking at his nails, Edie sat cradling a hot mug. Neither felt relaxed enough to

talk. Why were they there? As witnesses? Suspects? Defendants? Edie thought about Derek

Palliser. She’d been thinking about Derek a good deal over the past twenty-four hours,

assuming there would have to be a police investigation into Wagner’s death. Now she wasn’t

so sure. The mayor usually handled any small community disturbances – drunkenness,

domestic squabbles, petty theft – but this was bigger than that. Any unexpected death, Derek

was automatically called in, wasn’t he? She tried to recall the number of times in the past few

years. Only twice, she thought. The first time was after Johnnie Audlaluk beat his little stepson

to death, which must have been eight or nine years ago. The elders had wanted to deal with

the situation internally, but news of the boy’s death reached a relative in Yellowknife and she

had called the Yellowknife police who had in turn alerted Derek Palliser. Audlaluk was held for

psychiatric assessment, later tried and found guilty of manslaughter. He was still lingering in

some secure psychiatric unit somewhere.His case illustrated precisely why the elders preferred

not to involve police unless they had to. Almost everyone in Autisaq, including Johnnie’s own

parents, thought it would have been more humane to deal with him the Inuit way; take him up

to the mountains and, when he was least expecting it, push him off a cliff. No one said this to

the then Constable Palliser, of course, but he’d picked it up anyway. His insistence on bringing

the case to trial had made him enemies.Though Edie had disagreed with Derek’s actions, she

had a lingering respect for the man, which was probably why she had helped him out in the

Brown case five years ago. Everyone else had been in favour of burying that one too. At the

end of a particularly harsh winter a passing hunter had found Samwillie Brown’s dead body out

on the land. The foxes had made a meal of him. The council of Elders had put the death down

to an accident or natural causes and the whole thing would have been buried along with the

remains of Samwillie Brown had it not been for the fact that the arrival of Brown’s body back in

Autisaq happened to coincide with one of Derek’s routine patrols. The policeman had made

himself extremely unpopular by insisting on another investigation. Samwillie Brown had been a

cheat and a bully and most people were glad to see the back of him. The only person who

seemed genuinely upset by his death was his wife, Ida, who was also the one person most

frequently at the business end of Samwillie’s fist. But that was how it was sometimes. No doubt

some southern shrink would label it co-dependency. Up here in Autisaq it was known as loyalty.

Ida had asked Edie to accompany her to the formal identification of the body. They were friends

of a sort. Ida had stayed over at Edie’s house a few times when Samwillie was drunk enough to

be dangerous.The moment Edie saw what remained of the dead man, she was struck by the

parchment-coloured sheen on the skin. After Ida left, she stayed on at the morgue on the

pretence of using the bathroom, returned to the body and lifted the one remaining eyelid. The

eye looked like a lunar eclipse of the sun, the greyish jelly rimmed by tiny yellow flames, the

classic symptoms of vitaminosis. She went directly from the morgue to Derek’s room in the

police office to tell him that, in her opinion, Samwillie Brown had died of an overdose of vitamin

A, which in the Arctic could only mean one thing: the man had eaten polar-bear liver.Derek

listened, then shrugged the information off, pointing out that Samwillie Brown was a drunk and

looked jaundiced most of the time. Edie had been startled by his casual indifference. Until that

moment, she’d had Derek Palliser down as the old-fashioned type – dedicated, something of

an outsider, perhaps, but a by-the-book kind of man. But now he seemed to be quite

determined to abnegate responsibility. She wondered if something had rattled him, if he’d

become temporarily unhinged. Inuit often said that was what happened when you spent more

time in an office than out on the land; one by one you lost your senses. After that, you lost your



mind.Eventually they went back to the morgue together, Edie lifted Samwillie’s one good eye

and Derek Palliser agreed: the flames did seem to indicate vitamin A poisoning.A couple of

days later Derek flew in a pathologist who ran tests which confirmed that Samwillie Brown had

died of hypervitaminosis, the deadly overdose of vitamin A that comes from eating bear liver.

Knowing no Inuit, even a drunk one, would ever be so stupid as to eat bear liver voluntarily,

Derek went back to the house Samwillie and Ida shared, taking Edie’s bear dog with him. She

tried to recall which Bonehead it had been. She thought back to the date. Bonehead the

Second most like.In any case, when Derek Palliser insisted on defrosting some hamburger he

found at the back of the meat store, Bonehead Two went crazy at the smell of fresh bear meat.

Not long after that, Ida confessed. What else could she do? The circumstantial and forensic

evidence meshed up. Unable to tolerate Samwillie’s violent and brutish behaviour any more,

she’d started feeding her husband raw hamburger tainted with bear liver. No one seemed to

notice him getting sicker because no one liked him enough to care. Derek Palliser had been

promoted to sergeant for ‘an outstanding investigation’, but he and Edie realized they’d both

been naïve. Autisaq didn’t exactly thank Derek Palliser for what he had done but, with the

exception of a few hardliners who hadn’t forgiven him for progressing the Johnnie Audlaluk

case, the inhabitants grudgingly accepted he was just doing his job. They weren’t so

understanding of Edie.Edie and Joe finished their tea in silence. Pauloosie Allakarialak came

skating by the building, followed by Mike and Etok Nungaq, fresh from closing up the store. Joe

began chewing his nails again. Edie tried not to pull on her pigtails. The clock swung round to 9

p.m. The sun continued to burn. They could hear muffled voices coming from the council

chamber but couldn’t make out any words. After what seemed like an age, the door to the

chamber swung open and Sammy Inukpuk’s weathered face appeared, looking grim. There

was something sly or perhaps evasive, Edie thought, in the speed with which he withdrew back

into the room, as though he were signalling that his loyalties were to the men inside.Edie and

Joe followed him in. The elders watched them in silence as they sat. No one smiled. After a

moment Simeonie Inukpuk began to speak in oddly formal tones, the kind Edie associated with

the feds and do-gooders from down south.‘The council of Elders has considered the

circumstances surrounding the death of the hunter, Felix Wagner,’ Simeonie began, ‘and has

determined his death was caused by a bullet fired by him from his own rifle ricocheting off a

boulder and hitting him in the collarbone. There were two witnesses to the accident, Edie

Kiglatuk and the white man, Andrew Taylor, who will confirm this.’

White Heat: A Novel: The First Edie Kiglatuk Mystery (An Edie Kiglatuk Mystery Book 1)

Patto, “I could almost taste the seal stew.... This British author and world traveler has created a

terrific character in Edie Kiglatuk, an Inuit hunting guide in the High Arctic. Watching Edie build

an ice shelter, or drive a dog sled over the tundra, or handle a rifle, or outsmart bad guys, feels

no different than watching a male superhero in action. The only female qualities about her are

her oiled pigtails and her intense maternal love for her stepson Joe. When Joe commits

suicide, in a context of other suspicious deaths, Edie's grief throws her into a bloodhound-like

investigative mode.She is reluctantly assisted by the area constable, who alternates between

finding Edie exasperating and attractive. Edie gets into all sorts of trouble, as she finds out

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/rZeqN/White-Heat-A-Novel-The-First-Edie-Kiglatuk-Mystery-An-Edie-Kiglatuk-Mystery-Book-1


more and more about what's really going on in her hunting grounds. And she's up against

some very scary people.The action is non-stop, yet has a slow-motion feeling. Edie moves

cautiously through tense situations, observing her surroundings minutely, like the patient

hunter she is.I really could imagine I was in the Arctic, reading White Heat. I could almost feel

the icicles forming on my nose hairs, and taste the seal stew and blood soup that Edie is so

fond of eating. The plot is complicated, but eventually all the pieces came together and I think I

got it. The characters are very well drawn, with some delightful eccentrics among them.I

enjoyed this book, and look forward to stalking more bad guys with Edie.”

maggie b, “Inuit Intrigue. I have no real experience of what it's like in the Arctic. Thus finding

out about it from reading a well-written mystery novel was a pleasure. The factual details of

what everyday life entails in the far North for the people who live there are fascinating to me.

While Edie Kiglatuk was solving the mystery, I read about her diet including blubber, seal blood

and other local foods extremely strange to me. I read of her continuous need to protect herself

from the elements by layering furs and other sorts of clothing that she had obtained and made

from hunting. This life is not simple or easy; survival is sometimes a moment-by-moment

achievement. All in all, I appreciated the way the author made the characters real and down-to-

earth and eminently believable, the way the environment itself was depicted that made it, in all

its characteristics both subtle and dramatic, a character in the story. I was not only entertained

but informed by this book.”

David Moseley, “Brace yourself. And read the book.. I have read various critics that praise this

book. I expected pleasant seal hunts and sitting around fires, telling Native tales of Northern

exploits. I got a shock.McGrath's White Heat from the Nunavut North requires a level of

endurance I was not ready for. Working through the book, I feel as if I've come on a journey in

a harsh and unforgiving terrain. I'm happy, even surprised, to say I have come out of it without

damage. Like one described in the book who has taken the North for granted, and come "to

play the hunter," in the middle of the journey I realized it was not play, it was serious. And I was

not prepared.The story takes you into everyday life of a resident of Autisaq, living almost at the

top of the world. Life there is rough. The people eke out existence as best they can, and as we

watch crimes being committed, and the heroine trying to solve them, we of a necessity are

brought close in to observe the everyday hardship and cruelty of that life.This is no utopia. All

of the characters have defects, including the heroine. One of the most promising characters in

the book, a family member of hers, commits suicide, and the heroine sinks into her personal

black winter, beginning to drink after years away from it. Her family life is jumbled like ice floes

crashing together. There is less and less sunlight as the book progresses. The clues of crime

and depravity that are uncovered are seen through a fog, only barely visible, and it seems like

they will never come to the light of day. The food, the Inuktitut language, the attitudes, the town

gossip, the lack of forgiveness for past mistakes, all of it faces us like the cold wind and bleak

landscape. We plod through events, unable to see where it will lead.At the end the heroine and

her helpers prevail. Even imperfect people make a difference in this world for good. The crime

is solved, the sun finally peeks over the horizon, and a clean and neat end comes to the

book.The writing is superbly done to create the feel of this journey. While you check yourself for

spiritual and emotional frostbite, you are happy you were there, because this trek and the

lessons learned are worth the cold. You start thinking about going again, returning to hunt out

the next adventure, but, you tell yourself that you will prepare better this time.”



Radiojock, “By an English Authoress. How can someone from a completely different culture

understand somewhere completely different from the country she lives in? MJ McGrath takes

the reader on an extraordinary journey through a vast, white country, getting involved in the

language and people of the Arctic Circle. There is death and plenty of shocking events that

completely sweep you up. A fascinating murder mystery, quite unlike anything I've ever read

before. I was transfixed from start to finish. The story never gets stuck, never jitters, never goes

off course. Anyone who reads this will be fascinated by the lives of the various people who take

centre stage in the story and there are a ton of surprises right the way through the book. If you

like murder mystery, this will get you tingling. Oh, and there is a good ending, despite the

sadness of some events which tripped me up along the way.Extremely good writing.”

Mark, “A bit different.. More of a 3.5 star book I think, but 4 stars is what Amazon rate as 'I like

it' and that's how I felt.Set in the high Arctic amongst the native people it's a whodunnit with an

alcoholic semi-local/semi-'European' sometime hunter, sometime schoolteacher at the heart of

the action.If that sounds like it might put you off it shouldn't as the character is well developed

and you're routing for her as the book reaches its climax (even if the ending was a little

predictable I thought).Nicely written too and evoking a good feel of the 'North', I like this book,

so it gets 4 stars.”

John S. McDonald, “A completely new read for me... and .... A completely new read for

me...and elements of its focus on the very north of Canada made for a complete change of

scene.The context physical and cultural was handled well and the basic plot was well

constructed though a certain suspension of disbelief was required to reach the end. Enjoyable

but not convinced the characters and context could stand much development or variation.”

Mimosa, “Artic Adventure. Loved this book, couldn't put it down. The characters are flawed and

human and very well crafted and believable. I know some people have said that they felt that

some of the characters weren't rounded out enough, but I liked that, not everyone you meet in

life is that well known to you, so for me, that made it all the more believable, I didn't particularly

want to know more about everyone.I enjoyed the careful crafting of the details of life in the

Artic, of the food, the native ways, transport etc. The gradually revealed relationships, also very

accurately seen, I felt, were also more representative of real life encounters. All in all, a thrilling

read and I look forward to reading 'The Boy in the Snow'.”

The book by M. J. McGrath has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 140 people have provided feedback.
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